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* Characters, individual body parts (i.e. feet, hands, etc).
* Animals and reptiles.
* Vehicles and other mechanical rigging, any other use for rigging.
* Add-ons and the python behind them.
* How to extend blender through python.
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"When I announced the theme for
this issue "Everything but the kitchen
sink", I was jokingly threatened with
massive numbers of sink projects."

Sandra Gilbert
Manager/Editor
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I love hearing about new blenderprojects. Everyone has their own petideas on what would be cool to do oraccomplish using blender. Someprojects are by nature short and sweetand produce cool results or newtechniques that can be shared withothers. Then there are the labors oflove. Projects that are destined to takemonths of dedicated work.
The Journeyman Project Tribute is onesuch example. Not only is theJourneyman Project Tribute a labor oflove, it is a rather ambitious one at that.Andrew Curry is leading an enthusiasticteam who have decided to remake theclassic game “The Journeyman Project”by Presto Studios. The project iscurrently split into three efforts:

* A prequel novel
* A port to Windows of “Pegasus Prime”, a
remake of Journeyman by the original
studio.
* A retelling of Journeyman using Blender
to model and render the video footage,
“Journeyman HD”.

At the moment, there are severalmembers hard at work on the novel andport teams, but so far the vast majorityof the HD version has been done byAndrew. Another team member is busymodeling and rigging three charactersfrom the game. Andrew has been

keeping a blog of the modeling work hehas finished so far. I wandered over totake a look, and let me tell you, it looksamazing. The details and texture work isbeautiful. In addition to still images, healso has a growing number of testvideos to show off his progress.
Andrew has told me that one of hisgoals is to keep the project open sourceand completely create the HD footage inBlender. If his current tests are anyindication, the finished result should bequite impressive.
In an effort to keep the tribute as closeas possible to the classic original as wellas head off any legality issues, Andrewhas been in touch with severalmembers of Presto Studios, includingthe president of the studio. PrestoStudios have given Andrew and his team

their blessings for their open source(non-commercial) tribute. Even morefun, the original modeler is keeping aneye on Andrew's blog. No pressurethere :P
The Journeyman Project Tribute looks tobe well organized and planned out,making it a fun project to keep an eyeon as they progress their way throughall their goals.
Andrew is looking for additionalvolunteers to help bring this project tocompletion. You can contact him forfurther information
andrewcurry2@googlemail.com
http://andyjourneyman.blogspot.com/
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No matter whether you are anamateur or a pro, this tutorialaims to teach the work flow andevery move you need to knowto achieve a good car. It’s basedon Blender, to allow everyonedo it without requiring accessto high-priced or piratedsoftware. But it can apply to virtuallyany 3D package.
I based this work on my latest project,a coupe-convertible Citroën C5. Ifyou’re allergic to this brand, or to carsin general, don’t worry as this materialapplies to any manufactured productregardless of whether it’s big or small,cheap or high-end.
This tutorial is an on-going series ofposts. It starts from the very beginningof modeling and covers every aspect:hard surface modeling with a focus onhigh-end quality and accuracy, bestmeshing practices to create a nicepolyflow and tips to solve the mostcommon issues. In addition to thebody, this tutorial will deal with thecreation of other parts such as tires,rims, wheel details, windows, grilles,chrome and rubber trim as well as a

fully detailed interior.
This project is a common example ofan amateur project. The idea camefrom the 2009 Real World Racercontest held by Scratch Made Cars(SMCars). The rule were simple: “doyour dream racing machine”. I chooseto convert my daily ride, a Citroën C5Tourer, to a Deutschen TourenwagenMasters (DTM) coupé. During thisproject I wanted to do a “civil” versionas well to put in the background of therender but a lack of time preventedme from doing so. This year, I enteredanother SMC contest called Topless,about … topless cars. For this contest Idid a Hennessey Venom GT, which Iposted here, but I’ve had another idea.A convertible, civil version of my C5. Ijust wanted to make things a bit moredifficult, by doing a CC version (coupé– convertible). So here’s my CC5. Yes Iknow, the name isn’t great.

The first step is creating a conceptdrawing of my idea. I always do it in3D, without paper. So I create what isusually called a “spline cage”, whichmeans I have to draw the main curvesof the car using Blender. However Idon’t use splines for that, I just use aregular mesh without any faces. Ibased the drawing on the C5 Tourer(station wagon) blueprints. You can

find a previous tutorial of mine onhow to setup blueprints here:Blueprints setup with Blender.
The major steps are :

1. Find blueprints on the Internet.
www.SMCars.net is a very good entry
point, with thousands of blueprints
available
2. In case you don’t find blueprints, try to
gather some side, front and rear views.
Top photographs are quite hard to find,
but they’re not mandatory.
3. Collect as many reference pictures as
you can find. Try to avoid CG pictures
unless they’re official, because you don’t
want to reproduce the mistakes from
other CG artists.
4. There are many good reference
picture sites listed at www.SMCars.net
but try to grab high resolution photos
and be careful about picking the the
right model year, the right version, etc
Setup blueprints (or pictures) like I
explained in my tutorial
5. Draw a cage by creating a mesh
without any faces. Basically, you create a
plane, delete 3 vertices out of 4, place
the last one at a particular spot, and
extrude it several times to create an
edge. Here’s the resulting drawing.

by - Thomas Baron

http://www.thomasbaron.net/2006/04/tutorial-blueprint-setup-in-blender/
http://www.smcars.net


1. The separation lines between the various
panels.
2. The major shapes of the car: wheel arches,
folds, bumps, openings etc
3. Some extra curves which are useful to better
define the shapes e.g. to show the roundness of a
fender.

The main point as this stage is keeping thingsas clean and accurate as possible. So I rotate alot around my cage in perspective mode tocompare it with reference pictures. Having theactual car in front of my house helps a lot, soyou may want to consider modeling your owncar (or your father’s etc…) as one of your firstprojects. If it wasn’t my car, browsing theInternet is an acceptable solution. Choosehigh resolution pictures, but make sure youget the very same version that you aremodelling.
An introduction to modeling: frontbumper
My spline cage needs more refining but Ichose instead to begin actual modeling. Thispart won’t go into a lot of details as the goal isto give you an overview of the workflow. Thenext chapter will be much more detailed.

The trick is to model the major surfaces first,then add details. For example, for the twopieces between the bonnet and front bumper,I do several steps.

1. I start from my cage to make a simple but
complete surface. The only detail at this stage is
the almost vertical edge that I have already
sharpened. At this stage you must be careful to
have very smooth surfaces because it will be
difficult to change later. The mesh topology is
important as well, try to keep it simple and well
balanced.
2. I add rows of vertices along the edges to
sharpen the edges of the body panel where it will
be given thickness later. You should have a
regular mesh topology based on squares from
the previous step, so this step will be simple. I
take care about keeping constant spacing (0.005
BU or 5mm for my scale) between the edges and
the additional rows in order to have a regular
curvature of the edges later.
3. I create the hole in the upper air intake, relying
on the mesh topology in place. Care must be
taken to have a row of faces along the edge of the
hole, just to have a smooth edge.
4. I cut the bottom (hard to see on the picture,
sorry) benefiting from having reserved a line of
vertices along the separation in my first step. That
way, I simply add two rows of vertices on either
side of that line, at 1.5mm each. By eliminating
the initial line, I find myself with a regular spacing

of 3mm, and the sharpened almost-vertical edge
is continuous from one panel to another.
5. I add the thickness for the sheet metal panels
by extruding edges. I extrude in 2 times, first for
the 3mm radius of curvature of the edge of the
panel sheet. The second extrusion is intended to
have spaces between body panels rendered dark
(7mm to a give a final of 1cm)
6. I finish the details of the body on top of this
piece (it will be behind the lower chrome trim of
the brand logo) and add the thickness to the
bottom.
Here’s a perspective shot to better see details of
the last steps.

Detailed modeling: the front fender
The next step is modeling the front fender.For this step, I will try to go as detailed as Ican in my mesh construction workflow.
First, I the gather the edges that this fenderwill have in common with its neighbors (thehood and front bumper). In edit mode foreach piece, I duplicate the whole edge andseparate it. I also duplicate the relevant edgesfrom my cage. I end up with several parts asshown below. The pink parts are from thehood and bumper, note that they are alreadysmoothed (because there is level 3 SubSurfmodifier active) while the black part is from
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the cage and isn’tsmoothed.
I now have tomerge all theedges together. Istart by first merging the corner of the twoedges from the bumper. Please note that todo so, the horizontal edge has been raised by3mm to align with the other edge from theblueprint, while the other edge hasn’t movedyet. So there is already a gap between thefront bumper and the fender below thehorizontal edge, while there is no gap for theother edge. We’lltake care of itlater, when thesurface will becompleted.
During the next step, I merged all the edges,which included merging the corner vertices. Iremoved the extra vertices at 5mm from eachcorner as they were responsible for thecorners being sharp on the previous picture.With them removed, the corners aresmoothed. It will be easier to build thesurfaces with fewer vertices, and it won’t bedifficult to putthem back laterby adding extrarows as Idescribed for thebumpermodeling.
We now have a single mesh, made solely fromedges. It’s now time to prepare some surfaces.

What I did in the below picture is extrude thewheel arch to create the flat side around it. Asstated for the bumper modeling, I don’t careyet about sharpening any edge. I alsoextruded some longitudinal edges and createdthe transverse, relevant edges (selected in thebelow pic, sothey appearyellow) I alwayscheck that allthe edges aresmooth atevery time.
Now we can create the faces. Remember toalways create rows of faces along all edgesand holes. For example, the below pictureshows I haven’t done it yet on the right of theselected vertices. This is why there is a pinchhere and we will have to create a row of facesaround thishole. This willbe the airouttake forbrake cooling.
It’s time to deal with the air outtake. First, Iroughly create the lower faces after deletingone useless edge on the wheel arch. It’s notreally detailed at this time because of the lackof vertices in the newly created faces. Fewervertices is a good thing, as it helps controllingthe mesh flow,but too fewvertices won’tallow you tocontrolanything.

Before sharpening the corners, we need toadd the row of faces along the air outtake. Todo that, I add extra rows of vertices around itand weld vertices when needed to make surethese rows have the same count in theborder. In this case, I deleted the horizontaledge going from the upper corner of theouttake and added two rows of vertices: oneabove and onebelow theouttake. I onlyhad to mergethe two frontvertices to one,resulting in a clean flow.
Now it’s to sharpen the corners. To do so, Iadd more vertices near the corner ones. Thesharpness of the corner is determined by thedistance of these new vertices, closer verticesmeans sharper corners. Next we have to getrid of the triangles introduced by this movebecausetriangles arealways poorlyhandled by thesurfacesubdivision.
For example, removing the triangle shownabove in pink is easy: I just have to add morevertices below the outtake so that there is aone-to-one relationship between vertices (i.e.no triangles, only squares). I removed thevertical row of vertices (in fact I merged it withthe neighbors) so I reverted to the previousmesh. Then I added two rows of evenlydistributed vertices using Ctrl+R and
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mousewheel. Nowwe only have toclose the faceswith the selectedvertices shown inthe picture.
To sharpen the other corner, I added 2 extrarows of vertices, as shown in the picture.When you have to do so, remember to keep awell-balanced mesh by moving other verticesas needed. But also remember that when youmove vertices, you have to check thesmoothness ofyour mesh flowagain. Yes it takestime, but it’srequired if youwant to achieve aclean job.
One of the two extra rows I added is shown bythe cursor in the next picture. You will noticethat it results in adding a vertice on the edgeshared with the hood. So the curvatures of the2 edges (the one on the fender and the one onthe hood) won’tbe the sameunless you addthe correspondingvertice in thehood edge. To doso, the easiestway is to add a full row of vertices in the hood,as shown in the picture.
I’ve speed up a little bit on mesh completion,as it’s not really different from the previous

part. This willallow us tospend moretime on a fewdifferent issues.
The above picture shows the completed mesh,but it’s far from being enough to call thefender finished. The first step is sharpening allthe edges. The above picture shows thealready hard edges in yellow. Please noticehow the upper edge gets wider from middle tofront in order to smooth the hard edges. Thesame goes for the below edge where it getswider from the middle to the rear. On the top,please note the polyflow. It’s easy to chooseto achieve either a hard or smooth corner.Here’s a detailfor referenceuse.
The nextpicture showsall the still-to-be-sharpenededges.
Some are quiteeasy, they areshown belowand selected in yellow. Those edges just needto be given an extra row of vertices alongthem. Once again, I used loopcuts (Ctrl+R) innon-proportional mode to be able to place thenew row 5mm away from the original one. Bythe way, I tried to use the 2.50 Series ofBlender and as of writing the latest release(2.54beta) doesn’t allow the non-proportional

mode yet. So it’snot an urbanmyth, if you’re likeme and a heavynon-proportionalloopcut user,you’d better stick to 2.49b for modeling.
The next picture shows the more tricky edges.For these ones, please remember that weneed to create a gap between the fender andneighboring parts (hood, bumper). So for thisreason, I created two extra rows of vertices.The first one is created 8mm from the actualborder, and the second one 3mm from theactual border. Now we’ll just have to deletethe original border so that we have a newborder which is3mm from theneighboring partsand which isfollowed by a rowof vertices 5mmaway.
However, this move leads to a mistake behindthe not-yet-modeled headlight. We pushedthe border backward by 3mm, so we nowhave a shift between the front edges of thehood and fender.The next pictureshows the verticesthat need to bemoved forward by3mm.
The below picture shows how the shift is nowgone. It also shows how unclean the gap is
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between the hood and fender. This is becausewhen modeling the fender, I had to add extrarows of vertices to get a clean and well-balanced mesh. Just like we encounteredearlier, this led to adding vertices on theborder of the fender which is shared with thehood. Now thatthe two bordersare different, theydon’t alignanymore once thesubsurf effectsare visible.
And we have another issue with the hood-fender duo. There is a hard edge on the hood,another one on the fender and a hard areabetween thesetwo edges whereit should besmooth and clean(see the followingpicture).
It’s no big issueactually. It’s just a side effect of modeling onesurface at a time instead of modeling thewhole car in a single piece. The way to solve itis pretty intuitive. We’ll merge both meshes tocreate a single surface, smooth it and thenseparate it back to 2 parts.
Because of issue#1, the two partscan’t be mergedcleanly becausethe number ofvertices are

different. So just like we did in a previous step,we’ll add more rows on the hood which willgive us the same amount of vertices on bothborders.
Once done, I just delete the border from thehood (and the row of sister vertices 5mmaway). This gives us a wide gap which will befilled with faces. Select both edges, and pressthe F key. Thebottom optionin the popupmenu willautomaticallycreate the facesbetween thetwo rows ofvertices.
Once done, I make some loopcuts in themiddle of the gap between hood and fenders.The firstloopcut is 3mmaway from whatwas previouslythe fenderborder followedby a loopcut inthe middle.
Keep that middle row and remove theneighboring rows: one from the hood, twofrom the fender. Now the mesh flow is clean,but only to better show how the surfacesaren’t clean.

I’ll go faster on body modeling, as it’s alwaysthe same moves. First, remember that we hadto clean the areanear the hoodand fender. Thefaces we need towork on are thefollowing.
When having thatkind of issue, Ifind it moreefficient toremove themiddle vertices, then make sure theneighboring curves are clean and thenrecreate the deleted vertices with a loopcut. Itwill give us a smoothed row of vertices thatwe’ll move as a single item to adjust thecurvature of the surface.
Once the vertices are recreated and thesurface smoothed, we get the following result.
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It’s now time to split the hood and the fenderback to two separate pieces. I won’t detail itwith pictures as it’s always the same move. Doa loopcut at a given distance to specify thewidth of the gap, then separate them byremoving the gap faces, add extra rows oneach part toprepare anice edge forwhen we willaddthickness.
Now withthickness added, the fender can be calledfinished. At least for now, it’s definitelypossible tonotice bumpslater, so wecouldpossibly haveto get back towork on thefender – orany other part.
Now it’s time to deal with side skirts. Whenstarting a new part of the body, remember it’salways the same workflow:

1. Duplicate borders from already modeled
neighboring parts
2. Duplicate every other curve from the cage
(including the borders from non-yet-modeled
parts)
3. Gather all the borders and curves in a single
object, and merge the vertices if needed

4. Start building your mesh
About the side skirt, I’ve been rushing a bit onthe fender. The bottom rear side need to beextruded to form the side skirt. So I deletedthe thickness vertices from fender on thatarea. The following pictures show the verticesfrom the fender which will be extruded to theside skirt.Please noticethat thevertices on theright are fromthe side skirtcage.
Once connected, the whole part looks like thefollowing picture. In terms of industrialfeasibility, it’s definitely not realistic. The frontand rear fender and the side skirt can’t beproduced as a single part, it would cost toomuch to produce or to repair. But as I’m onlymaking a concept car which will never leavethe Blender bytes, who cares?

Time to actually create the mesh. As usual I dothe easy parts first, where the polyflow isintuitively built from the existing mesh andthe cage elements. This is the higher part ofthe following picture.

The lower part show the fully modeledsurface.

Now it’s the usual trick: sharpen borders andedges, and add thickness.

We’re done with the fender. Let’s take care ofthe doors. Workflow is the same. The higherpart of the following picture shows in yellowthe vertices from the cage, while unselectedvertices are from existing neighboring parts.The lower part of the picture is moreinteresting.
The selected vertices are the first I create toensure the straightness of the doors’ shape.Yes, the shapes are more simple on the doorsthan every other part we already modeled.Building themesh that wayis the best wayto make surethe surfaces willbe very clean.
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Some picturesshow the usualrhythm: sharpenedges, borders.The onlydifference is totake care of thesharpness of the fold, as it should not be arazor blade.
Another thing worth noticing is how the uppercorners of the doors are sharp while the lowercorners are rounded. The following pictureshows the detailof the meshstructure toachieve those 2different type ofcorners.
I won’t detailseparating doors and adding thickness, it’sexactly like I explained it before. So we’ll moveon directly to the finished doors, presentedwith the rest of the model.

Now you should have reached a significantlevel of knowledge to know by yourself how tocomplete the roof, roof arches, windshieldframe (really simple parts) and the rear end

(trunk is easy, rear bumper a bit moredifficult) Here’s my very current stage ofmodeling for this project; the main body isalmost done
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Modeling an object is the art ofrecreating it in digital, 3D space.No matter how accurate youwant your model, no matterhow fast you'll be working, itwill always be about thesefamous 3 dimensions.
Some objects are so simple you cancreate them from scratch just bystudying it and taking measurements.Take a look around and you'll seeplenty of these kinds of objects. Butthere are also many difficult objectswith elaborate shapes. Put your rulerback into your schoolbag, it won't beof use this time.
The main solution to modeling adifficult object is blueprints. Thesearen't blue anymore like architectdrawings from 50 years ago but areusually orthogonal (front, rear, side,and top) views of an object. With themyou can locate any specific point of theobject in 3D space.
But for some objects, there is just noblueprint. So what do we have left?Pictures. It's easy to have pictures ofthe object you want to model. You can

take them yourself with your digitalcamera, or you can grab tons of themfrom the Internet. Some people canuse them to create a model by eye,but it requires some serious attentiondue to the nature of perspective.Perspective makes closer thingsbigger, so the proportions can't betrusted without correcting forperspective. Here comes the approachI wanted to introduce; using dedicatedsoftware to make this correction.

How does it work
Consider our 3D space, where theobject stands, and a set of camerasaround it. Each camera takes apicture. Put each picture in front of itscamera on a transparent sheet. Whenyou look from the location of thecamera, the picture will perfectlymatch the object behind it (if youdon't consider the optical distortionsinduced by camera defects).
Now consider a specific point on yourobject. E.g. a corner of the windshield,or the center of a rim. You can see thispoint from some of your cameras, soit shows up on some of your pictures.You can draw a straight line goingfrom a camera to this point and it willpass through the related picture(standing in front of the camera on itstransparent sheet) precisely on thespot where this point is located in the

picture. It's the notion of projection ofthe real world on the picture.
insight3d works using this projection,by reverse computing the projection.Give it the pictures, a set of specificpoints on your model and it will beable to compute the location of thedifferent cameras that shot thosepictures.
Once the camera is located, it cancompute the 3D location of thespecific points, by throwing lines fromthe camera location to the location ofeach point on each picture. For agiven specific point, all the lines willconverge onto the real place of thisreference point on the model. As aresult you're able to compute a 3Dmodel from a set of pictures. Ofcourse it's a simplified 3D model. e.g.I only used 171 specific points. But itwould be basic to draw a better splinecage.
Using insight3d
insight3d is Free Software, availablefor free athttp://insight3d.sourceforge.net forboth Windows and Linux. Onceinstalled and executed, it shows upwith its unusual interface.
Well start straight away. I assume youhave already gathered the referencepictures of your object. Mine is a

by - Thomas Baron

http://insight3d.sourceforge.net/
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concept car only shown at a couple of motorshows so there is no blueprint available. I'lladd my first picture, using the menu item “File
> Add Image”. Tip: you can zoom the image using the
scrollwheel and pan it using the middle button.

Use the "Points Creator" button on the leftallows you to place the reference points onour first picture which are represented bylittle crosses.
You can see on the picture that a little popupwill appear with the zoomed-in portion of theimage under the mouse cursor to help youplace the points more precisely. It willconveniently auto-disappear if you zoom in

enough. Nice attention from the developer.
Add another picture now. It will appear butthe reference points don’t show up as youhave to place them. insight3d must also beable to do the connection with the ones youplaced in first picture.
To do so, use the PageUp and PageDown keysto go through the list of existing points. Theywill appear on the left of the mouse cursor,conveniently allowing you to see all theoccurrences of a given point in all the picturesyou have already added. The picture belowshows two things on the popup: the zoom andthe sample of the previous picture showingthis point.

When moving the mouse over a cross, thepopup shows again to display the same pointin all the previous pictures. For example, theprevious picture shows two thumbnails in thepopup: the location in the previous picture ofthe reference point we're about to place inthis picture and the zoomed portion of thispicture under the mouse cursor. When youhave placed this point, the popup window willauto jump to the next reference point. Niceattention from the developer again.
It's now time to place more points to getenough data so that insight3d can computethe camera locations and triangulate thepoints. You can try that whenever you want byusing the menu item "Calibration >Automatic
calibration", and then the item "Modelling >
Triangulate user vertices".
Once these two steps are performed,insight3d should display green dots near thecrosses, to indicate where it computed theposition of our reference points from thereconstructed model.
You may have noticed that the reference pointon the right (near the popup) has no green
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dot. This means that the current amount ofdata (number of pictures and number ofpoints) wasn't enough for insight3d tocompute the position of this reference pointin 3D space. This is easy to fix by simplyadding more points on more pictures. As anexample, my final set is using 171 points on15 pictures for the real project about thisconcept car.

The green dots may also be slightly off thecross. This means insight3d discovered anincoherent location of the reference point onthis picture. The green dot shows the placewhere the reference point should beaccording to insight3d.
It may be right or wrong, because thecomputation performed depends on howprecisely you placed points on all the pictures.Don't hesitate to zoom in to locate pointsreally carefully as it will help insight3d toreconstruct a more accurate model. Anothergood thing is to use many pictures.Theoretically, 2 pictures are enough toperfectly locate a point in 3D space becausethere will be only one intersection of the 2lines. But as placing a point on a picture

perfectly is not possible, many pictures leadsto a beam of lines to compute an averageposition which is much more reliable becausethe errors are minimized.

First, you export the model from insight3d. Iused the VRML format, by using the menuitem "File > Export VRML". Then, in Blender,use the menu "File > Import > X3D & VRML 97"(the last entryin Blender2.49b) Do notuse the "File" >Import > VRML
1.0", it won'twork. Whendone, a cloudof vertices shows up in Blender.
Unfortunately insight3d didn’t export theedges, so you'll have to recreate them. EnterEdit mode (Tab key) and create edges byselecting two vertices and pressing the F key.When done, you'll have the following (thispicture shows awork-in-progressversion of myproject, sothere is lessthan 171points).
Because insight3d doesn't know about theground and the natural orientation of ourmodel, it appears randomly oriented. So we

have to align it properly. For that purpose, Iused the yellow edge in the following picture.

This edge goes from the center of a wheel tothe other one. So it defines horizontal and rear-end orientation. I use this property to alignthe model. Also, pay attention to the middlevertices (shown in the white line below), theyshould be aligned as much as possible.
Here's the full model (171 dots) once properlyorientated, untouched from insight3d exceptfor a mirror modifier. You can clearly see theproportions look right and the shapes areaccurate. It's up to you to use more points toextract more details from the referencepictures and to bring them to your 3D model.For example, here's the current look of myproject (as of writing). I just used some more



points, and added details into Blender.

Some extra features within insight3d

insight3d features the ability to discoverreference points automatically based uponpicture pattern recognition. This works betterwith pictures that are similar and have fewchanges between them. The tutorial availableon the insight3d website demonstrates thisfeature for buildings, and there it works well.For my example, it didn’t work as I was usingvarious points of views and severalbackgrounds behind the model (differentmotor shows). So I had to create all myreference points by hand. Make sure to take alook at the tutorial on the insight3d website ifyou want to try it.

insight3d allows you to create polygons to beexported to Blender. I didn't use this featurethat much, except to create lines (2 verticespolygons) to follow the body lines of the car Iwas working on. The key tool for that purpose

is the "Polygon creator" button on the leftside. When activated, you can select a numberof reference points, and a polygon is shownusing the points you selected. You can confirmthis polygon and move on to creating the nextone by pressing the Enter key. At any time,you can cycle backwards through all thecreated polygons using the BackSpace key.Use the menu item "Edit > Erase currentpolygon" to delete the polygon shown in pink.
.

insight3d also supports camera export, butunfortunately I didn't achieve a useful result.The exported data for cameras (location,rotation) doesn't match the imported model.insight3d does support exporting to other fileformats, for example the .rzi files used byImage Modeler, a similar program byAutoDesk. Opening the .rzi file inImageModeler (export by insight3d) didn'twork either. I guess there are differentcoordinate systems for the different exportsavailable from insight3d, but I didn't try toread the source code to understand therelationships between these coordinatesystems. Save often.
There are some minor bugs with the currentversion of insight3d (0.3.2). Even though it's asmall version number, it's already quitestable. However don't forget to frequentlysave your project.

One critic about insight3d, about feedback &support. During my project, I encounteredseveral bugs. An annoying one is that theproject file doesn't support the use of spacesin a folder names (at least in the Windowsversion I used). I tried to reach the developerabout that, but I got no reply from him. Itlooks like he doesn't reply to incoming emailsabout his software and a comment on aBlenderNation article about insight3dconfirmed my fear. Let's hope this article cancause him to change his mind!
http://sourceforge.net/projects/insight3dng/
Picture credits
The first picture of a Lamborghini SestoElemento (shown twice in this article) wasfound in Wikipedia, the author is Alainrx8. Theother two pictures of the Lamborghini SestoElemento were shot by Thomas Durand,known in the modeling scene as AMV12.Congratulations to both of them for these nicepictures
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Character facial animation isdifficult because the face of acharacter assumes manycomplex expressions. Toachieve convincing visualresults for animation, digitalartists need to prepare theircharacters with sophisticatedcontrol structures. One of the mostimportant and efficient techniques toachieve good facial animation is theuse of facial control interfaces, alsocalled facial user interfaces, or facialUIs.
Common facial UIs
But what exactly is a facial UI? FacialUIs are GUIs (graphical userinterfaces) with panels and controls tofacilitate the animation of acharacter’s face. Facial UIs are usuallyplaced side-by-side with the face ofthe character in order for theanimator to have easy access to them.The panels in the facial UI move in 2Dspace, as well as the controllers placedinside each panel. The spatialtransformation of a control in a givenpanel will affect the transformation ofa corresponding part in the skeleton

of the character’s mesh. Whathappens is the controls in the facial UImanipulate the character rig structurewhich in turn deforms the mesh.
The number of panels in the facial UIusually corresponds to the number offacial regions of the character thatneed to be animated. Usually thecontrols are grouped based on theanatomical areas of the face. Thereare a number of references to help thecharacter rigger do this better, such asPaul Ekman’s book, “Facial ActionCoding System.” Figure 1 shows anexample of common panels placed ina facial UI.

Figure 1 – A common facial UI

Each of the five panels in the facial UIshown in Figure 1 has a controller theanimator can freely manipulate withinthe boundaries of the correspondingpanel. The default location of eachcontroller is in the center of thecorresponding panel.
Idea of dynamic facial UIs
The facial UI method presented in thisarticle is dynamic because it extendsthe usability of the common facial UIsused in character facial animation. Itis a method developed with Blender’spotential allowing an animator toeasily relocate and re-dimension afacial UI. The techniques explained inthis article allow the animator tocustomize the limits and the layout ofthe facial UI and therefore have morecontrol over the animation of theseveral regions of the face of acharacter.
Please notice that this article doesn’tgo into precise detail on how to docommon tasks in the Blendersoftware. It is expected that thereader is experienced in Blender 2.5but if further help is needed just sendme an email to ptbbastos@gmail.com.So let’s start! First off, get a character’sface model. Figure 2 shows the frontand side views of the character usedin this article, a funny cartooncharacter called Blue.

by - Pedro Bastos
Xenxo Alvarez

Veronica Orvalho

mailto:ptbbastos@gmail.com


Figure 2 – The character, “Blue”
We will build a dynamic facial UI example forBlue’s jaw. Once you understand the methodused for the jaw, you can extend it to all otherfacial regions and build a complete, dynamicfacial UI.
Begin by adding an armature to the scene andplace two bones to gain control over the jaw.Have a look at Figure 3 to get an idea of howto place the bones. Bone A is the jaw boneitself and bone B is a controller for bone A.Now assign a Stretch To constraint to bone Ausing bone B as the target. This will allow youto control the jaw with a lot of stretching andsquashing abilities.

Figure 3 – Jaw bones for Blue

After doing the necessary setup to skin themesh to the armature (you only have to skinbone A), the time comes to build the facial UI.We are going to build more bones and placethem directly in the facial UI. But first we needto build a facial UI with panels so we knowexactly where to place the new bones to allowthe relocation and re-dimension of Blue’sfacial UI. Figure 4shows the facial UIfor Blue’s jaw, builtwith two meshobjects and one textobject.
Figure 4 – The objects of
the facial UI to control
Blue’s jaw
We only need a few objects for the facial UI.Objects A and B in Figure 4 are planesconfigured so the user can only see theirwireframe from the front view, the view weare going to be using to manipulate the facialUI. The other object is a text placed abovepanel A to easily identify that panel, which isthe one we will use to restrict the jawcontroller. The outside panel, or B, is a globalpanel to which the movement of panel A willbe restricted to, in order to better keep trackof the facial UI. The objective is for the user tobe able to relocate and re-dimension boththese panels. Although in this article we onlyillustrate the process for the jaw panel, youcan later extend it to the global panel as well.So go ahead and place the facial UI side byside to the face of the character. It doesn’tneed to be very close, nor too far. See the final

UI example for Blue in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – The final layout of the facial UI to controlBlu
e’s jaw
The objects that make up the facial UI havebeen slightly changed since Figure 4. Theoutside panel (global panel) is now verticallybigger to better suit the proportions of Blue’sface and I’ve added one more text to betteridentify the global panel. The next step is toadd six more bones tothe armature andplace them as shownin Figure 6. You canuse the 3D Cursor tofacilitate this process.
Figure 6 – A six bone setup
to control the jaw panel
Bone A, the highlighted smallest one in thecenter, is the one meant to drag the entire jawpanel. Bone B is the controller of the jaw’sanimation. The movement of this bone will berestricted to the jaw panel. The other fourbones are placed in the corners of the paneland you guessed it, each will control onecorner of the panel. Make sure that bone A isthe parent of bones 1 to 4 and also of B
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(keeping the offset between them asillustrated by the relationship lines in Fig 6).
The next step is to restrict the movement ofbones 1 to 4 and also of bone A to the largepanel, the one with the text “blue UI”, seen inFigure 5. Remember that the main purpose ofthis panel is to hold all the panels of thedifferent facial regions in order to keep trackof the entire facial UI. So, no panel should gooutside this one. We do this using two boneconstraints in Pose Mode for each of thebones previously mentioned. Be aware of thedifference between object constraints andbone constraints in Blender.
The first constraint is a Limit Location, toprevent the bones from moving in the Y axis(you can see the spatial orientation for Blue’sfacial UI by looking at the mini axis in Figure 6but you have to be aware that the orientationin your scene may be different from this one).The second constraintis a Shrinkwraptargeting to the globalpanel object.Remember to repeatthis process for bones1 to 4 and also A, soeach of them has thetwo types ofconstraintsmentioned. Figure 7shows theseconstraints types.
Figure 7 – The types of
constraints to use

We can’t forget to restrict the movement ofbone B to the jaw panel. So let’s assignanother Limit Location constraint and onemore Shrink-wrap constraint to bone B. Noticethat this time the target of the Shrinkwrapconstraint is the jaw panel, not the globalpanel. At this point, if you move the bones inthe system, the panel doesn’t follow along. Inorder for that to happen, we can use anumber of techniques, such as Vertex Groups.But I find it to work better using the Hooksmodifier.
So go ahead and assign four Hooks to the jawpanel object. Do the necessary configurationof the Hooks modifiers keeping in mind thateach Hook should point to the correspondentbone. Figure 8shows the Hookmodifier’s options.Send me an email ifyou have troublesetting thismodifier.
Figure 8 – The Hook
modifier
Now you can drag the panel in Pose Modeusing the facial UI bone system (using bone Ain Figure 6). But there’s one object being leftbehind: the jaw text. For the text object tofollow along, you can simply make it a child ofbone A. But if you want you can also make itdynamic using another bone to control it.Notice how now you can also change theposition of the corners of the panel using thecorner bones in Pose Mode. Next we have to

link the jaw bone in the facial UI to the jawbone in Blue’s face mesh, so we get somemotion of the jaw. Figure 9 shows the boneswe need to link.

Figure 9 – In this case bone A is simply going to mimicb
one B
The purpose is for the jaw controller bone inthe mesh (bone A in Figure 9) to mimic themovements of the control bone in the facialUI (bone B in Figure 9). We can do this byassigning a Copy Location constraint to boneA and using bone B as the target.
To wrap-up the process, you can help theanimator by hiding the unnecessary bonesand assigning custom shapes to the bones theanimator is supposed to control. This willimprove their appearance and make the facialUI a lot more user-friendly.
Conclusion
This method adds a lot of flexibility tocommon facial UIs, especially the UIs usinglots of panels for every facial region. And evenmore functionality can be added to it. Figure10 shows a final configuration result wherethe jaw panel was first moved up and then its
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bottom border was extended down to allowthe jaw controller to be dragged further downand create the expression of surprise on Blue.Now imagine using this method with a seriesof panels to control the eyes, eyebrows, earsand other facial regions of this character.

Figure 10 – Using the dynamic facial UI built for Blue’sf
ace
I hope you liked it. If you had difficultiessetting up the dynamic facial UI, you can emailme with questions and I will be glad to helpon the more technical details
Acknowledgments
"Use the provided video file"dynamic_facial_ui" to see the methodworking in Blender. The character Blue is a ©copyright 2007 of Face In Motion."
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Alpha Polaris is a point-and-click horror adventure gamedeveloped by Turmoil Gamesand set to be released in June2011. We have been working onthe project for roughly twoyears now, using Blender forvisuals and Wintermute as agame engine. The core of the game isthe titular Alpha Polaris, a distant oilresearch station in the icy wastes ofGreenland. Our team of six people setout to produce a consistent, high-quality gaming experience with aspecial focus on the place itself. Oursetting wasn't going to be a "slogthrough different levels" world, but anisolated setting full of little details. Inthis article, I'll discuss some of thevisual challenges we have tackled.
Making adventure games is a very artheavy business. To pull one off with1280x800 wide-screen graphics, pre-rendered backgrounds and real-timecharacters, we needed a lot of artresources. This meant we all had tolearn how to do modeling andtexturing in Blender. In the beginning,only our art director Lassi hadsignificant modeling experience. I

think this is one of the things we havebeen very good at. Throughout theproject, Lassi has been very effectivein training people to use Blender. Witha limited initial skill set and a teamwith no game industry background,we've also approached the projectvery iteratively, improving the graphicsand re-doing things when needed.
Our key art assets in Blender are thescenes. With indoor locations, oneBlender scene corresponds to onegame screen. Outdoors, there mightbe several screens rendered from oneBlender scene. For example, ourstation from the outside is a full 3Denvironment. One of the moreimportant observations we maderegarding the pre-rendered scenes isthat including dynamic elements willmake them more interesting. We don'tuse parallax scrolling, so we employdifferent sprite animations likesnowing overlay, glow from auroraborealis, subtle flickering on computerscreens and so on. Illusion of depth isalso vital. Since the backgrounds are

really just 2D pictures, they areprojected onto hidden low poly 3Dgeometry. The resulting charactermasking and shadows add to theillusion very effectively. With hidden3D geometry masking the pre-rendered background, a realtimecharacter can walk around an objectas if it was really in 3D space. Typicalfor adventure games, we alsorendered separate front masks forscenes.

One would initially think that workingwith such a well defined setting isrelatively simple when it comes torendering. However, our scenescontain a high number of interactive

by - Teemu Vilén

http://www.turmoilgames.com/


and changing details, and are revisited indifferent parts of the game. On top of that, wehave three totally different lighting conditions:morning, evening and night. Combined withrelatively long rendering times, it has been anarduous process. For example, if an artistforgot to render a night version for objects onthe kitchen table, the error would be painfullyobvious.
All rendering was done with Blender’s ownrenderer. We went through several otherpossibilities, but at the time none of themwere integrated well enough into Blender touse in a heavy project without problems. Forexample we needed to render lots of spriteanimations for the scenes with render layersand alpha. The scene renders were all postprocessed in Photoshop. Luckily it has good

batch tools so post processing the spriteanimations was also possible.
The same scenes were also used for cut scenevideos. The challenge was to build thesuspense while adding visually dynamiccontent to the game. Instead of elaboratestoryboards, the team prepared test animaticsfor the cut scenes phase of the project whichmeant we already had a lot of the scenesdone. This sped up the process considerably.The cut scenes in the game are not very long,but combined they total at over 12 minutes,so they were a big part of the project for asmall team.
With characters, the most significant problemwas getting them to Wintermute. It uses theage-old DirectX format for models, and theBlender .X-exporter didn't seem to workcorrectly. As usual, this meant some semi-blind pipeline testing and frustration. If we gotto the point we could see the characters inWintermute, they always had some lightingand animation related glitches in them. Afterabout two weeks of testing, we ended upusing Gandaldf's excellent .B3D exporter, andthen converting them to .X in FragMotion.
The characters in the game are realtime with3000-4000 triangles. Wintermute onlysupports diffuse maps, so we had to bake andpaint some lighting effects on the charactertextures. They are 2048x2048 resolution andwere mostly painted in Photoshop, butBlender’s texture paint was also used as it isexcellent for clearing texture seams with theclone stamp brush.

Character animations were prettystraightforward to do. We made one actionstrip per animation in Blender and combinedthe animations in Fragmotion. Our charactersare semi-realistic so the animations had to beclose to a real person’s movement. Animatingthe walk cycles was the hardest part. Wevideoed our team walking on a treadmill forreference at a local gym which helped a bit.

I'm happy to say that there's not much to doanymore. At the moment I'm writing this, weare implementing the localization kits - thegame is to be published in several languagesby a major publisher. Our long, iterativeprocess seems to be coming to conclusion.We will definitely continue to work withBlender in the future, as it's proven to haveoutstanding features and flexibility for indiegame development, not to mention thecommunity support
Writer: Teemu Vilén, Project manager of Alpha Polaris
and CEO of Turmoil Games LTD
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Hi, I am Alexander from Leipzigand I had the idea to build agame in that sunny place ofGermany. But how? First I haveto say I was working in the filmindustry for one year along witha couple of years incommercials and other 3Danimation stuff using tools likeHoudini or Maya. But one day Ithought: it’s not what I want. We live ina world with perfect animations and“perfect” pictures, but is that what wewant? We want to have entertainment,we want to do anything, we want tobuild our own worlds. For only oneperson it is an impossible task to buildeffects driven movies like District 9 orBattle L.A in a short period of time,without thinking of budgets. So it wasmy decision to build one world -alone. I will see how far I can get, howmuch I can reach, and how fast I canreach my target.
I am an artist rather than aprogrammer so Blender was the bestchoice to help me meet my goals. Thenew version has a very high potentialto build games with all that graphicstuff we know from World of Warcraft

or other MMOs. So it’s possible tobuild an RPG game alone with all thatstuff too. All Blender users know thegame Yo Frankie!, and it was the firstbig step in my opinion.
Thanks to the hours they spent tobuild such a good game like YoFrankie! with Blender, it gave me theenergy to start my own project. As Istarted it was not easy to find a goodstory, so I began with drawing. After acouple of days in January 2011 I gotthe direction, a short story andpersonally it’s what I want to spendtime on.
The creative part of it is very similar tocreating 3D animations. I played a lotof games, I saw a lot of movies and Iwas looking at what the communitydoes. And the community does a lot,but most don't reach the end of theirprojects. Why? Is it not possible to doit? Is Blender not the right tool? I don'tknow, but I will complete the end ofmy experiment and I hope it willinspire other artists around the worldto do same with Blender!
In the next few days I will start aFacebook site to share the project withthe community. If the communitystands behind me, I will gather morepower to go forward. If thecommunity is not interested in that, itcould be a hard way for me maybe. SoI hope I will get a lot of feedback. For

now I will not share any blender files,scripts, textures assets, so don't askfor it. All files are done by myself so Ihave a lot of things to do in the nextcouple of months.
If my concept works in a browser withthe webplugin Burster for Blender Iwill present it as Browser game in 3D.I got a lot of ideas. I hope thecommunity brings the feedback andsupport I need for that.
Deadline is around Fall of 2011.
Information about it is on Facebookby - Alexander Weide

https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-next-small-Step-with-Blender3d-working-Title/119722944770875
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Hello, my name is StephanRodriguez and I'm a a French3D artist. I live in a veryattractive and sunny town inthe south of France calledMontpellier with my wife and 2children.
Since I began 3D back in 2001 when Idiscovered Blender, my goal hasalways been to do some animationone day. At that time I was amazed byevery 3D short film I could see but Inever imagined I could do the same afew years later. I began like everyother Blenderhead, reading everytutorial I could find on the web, askingquestions on forums like Elysiun (theancestor of Blenderartists) or a Frenchforum called zoo-blender where Iused to spend a lot of time.
I'd say it took me about 4 years to feelreally comfortable with Blender, justenough to make some decent lookingstill pictures. I had learned to model,texture, light and was beginning toproduce some very basic animationalong with some particle and camerawork.

In 2005, after learning somerigging/skinning stuff, I began to workon shapes (called rvk's at that time) forfacial animation of my characters.Today this is still the area thatprovides me the most pleasure. I lovethe way it gives life to characters andthis is where the acting job begins.
So that year I produced my first shortanimation with a lipsync job tocelebrate the
10th Blender anniversary. This wascalled "Happy Birthday Mr Blender"and is visible on my Youtube Channel.Tony Mullen, the author of"Introducing Character AnimationWith Blender" even gave me thepleasure of including it on his DVD andI was very proud of this.
During all these years, I had a coupleof story ideas running in my head.Then in 2009, after improving myanimation skills, I decided to stepforward and lay down my story onpaper. On February 2nd of 2009, myshort animation project officiallystarted.
"The Crown" tells the story of a younggirl who has been revered as a MiniMiss in her town. What she doesn'tknow is that the crown on her head,found 50 years ago in the countryside,was actually lost by some distantvisitors and they are here again today

to take it back ...
The short will be (hopefully)humorous, which is why I decided tomodel some toony and quite uglycharacters, especially the young girlwho is supposed to be pretty (she's aBeauty Miss).

One of the first things to do besidesmodeling was the storyboard. This is avery important thing because youconstantly refer to it to know whatscene to do, what the shot will requirein terms of animation, characters, set,props etc. I created a personal

by - Stephan Rodriguez

http://youtu.be/E_5UdNoouBE
http://youtu.be/yJiAN58ChP0
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storyboard model that fit my needs whichdescribes the action for each scene and shot,the camera moves and the effects (focal blur,particles, wind etc). The storyboard also letsyou know exactly what you have to model,what will be visible on screen and helps avoidsuseless modeling.
Another tip when you undertake such aproject, is to publish your work in progress ona website forum. This forces you to work asviewers ask you about your project when youhaven't been posting for a while! It also helpskeep your motivation intact when you heargood things about your work. A good andconstructive criticism helps you to improveyour skills and be aware of small defects onyour pictures. You wouldn't normally seethese because you're constantly watchingyour own work.
Starting this project has required a hugeamount of dedicated hard work for the last 2years, but it was a good decision consideringthe pleasure it brought me as well as theopportunity to improve my skills in severalareas. Character animation is something Ireally want to pursue in the future.
I've made about 2min 50sec of film so far,with a target of 5 seconds of rendered footageby week, but I sometimes reach 7 or 8seconds a week. If everything goes well I hopeto finish the short in June of 2011. The sounddesign will come next and hopefully I'll becompeting for the Suzanne Awards inOctober

Hope you'll enjoy watching my short film.
Regards,
Stephan
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Gordy – A couple of years ago Istarted sketching out someideas for an illustrated storybook about a Steam-punkstyled robot called Gordy.Working as much as I could inmy spare time I estimated thatthe project would take up totwo years or more to complete. Itseemed a little overwhelming but Idecided to persevere anyway.
I had soon developed a basic outlineof the story and jotted down a fewgood creative visual ideas. The nextfew months were spent modeling andexperimenting with new techniquesfor the look and feel of it and creatingsome preliminary art. Then one fatefulday I discovered the Flash gameSamorost, a simple point and clickadventure game using layers ofanimated cutout props andcharacters. The wheels in my headwere sent spinning. Immediately Ithought to myself, I could do that!Why make a book when I could makean animated book!?!
This was going to be an even biggerchallenge than the book but I

reasoned: I can use Flash, I have gameindustry experience, I have writtenmusic and can do the art so why not?
The pre-production planning went intooverdrive. This time I had Ganttcharts, asset lists, puzzle designs, adesign document and a morethoroughly revised story. As soon asenough of the first level planning hadbeen completed, I was away! Fullsteam-punk ahead!
Six months later I had created almostfour detailed scenes, rigged andanimated the main character,rendered dozens of characteranimations, and got the whole lotworking in Flash. It was a mammoth

personal achievement, but there wasstill a nagging doubt in the back of mymind, and when I looked moreseriously at what I had accomplishedcompared to what still needed to bedone, there came the realization that Ihad bitten off way more than I couldchew. It would take at least half adozen artists another three years offull time work to finish this project.
I have since revised my goals andscaled things back to a much moremanageable level, and have decidedto go back to the idea of creating abook. In the six months or more Ispent working on the game I havecreated artwork and assets that canbe used in the book, learned a truckload, and am very much lookingforward to this next creativeadventure.
The style of the artwork in the bookwill be a combination of Steam-punk,Raygun Gothic, Indian and Riven-esk.Whether or not the book has any textis still something I'm not too sure

by - Darcy Brooker



about. I really just want to make a book full ofeye candy about a person’s experiences whileon holiday. A simple narrative that could beconveyed in a series of pictures. I'm sure it willall work out :)
The book will be released independentlythrough Createspace and will also be availablethrough Amazon. I will be announcing itscompletion through all the popular Blenderwebsites as soon as that magic day arrivesand I will be posting artwork and updates onthe book at my DeviantArt page at...
http://darkladder.deviantart.com/
and at my personal webpage at...http://www.darcybrooker.com/
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Two other college students andI are developing applications tohelp the Carnegie MellonUniversity (CMU) communitynavigate the campus. Behindthe scenes, Blender is allowingus to efficiently gather thenecessary data.

The goal of the Navigating CarnegieMellon (NCM) project is to create free,open source mobile and desktopapplications to show those unfamiliarwith the intricacies of the campus howto go from one place to another in theshortest amount of time. It displaysgraphical and textual directions tousers overlaid on Google Maps andblueprint images. Our desktopapplication will actually be a webapplication so that it can be quicklyand easily accessed by anyone. Themobile application will have the samefunctionality with the added ability forthe user to follow along as they walkthe route. The application is currentlyunder development. This summer itwill be released to the Android

marketplace and deployed towww.ncmproject.org.

A significant amount of work went intogenerating the map. A complete mapneeded to be generated to tell theapplication how to get around campusand how long it takes to do so. Thismap allows the application to takeevery possible route intoconsideration when deciding whichroute is best. The map is simply aseries of points and edges (pointsbeing locations and edges beingconnections between points). I hadaccess to all the blueprints for eachfloor for every building on campus.For each floor’s blueprint I created thepoints and connected them together.Then I connected all of the floorstogether.
Next, I associated information such asroom numbers and terrain with eachpoint and edge. The room numbersallowed the application to associatethe user’s input with a point. Theterrain data indicates whether an edgerepresents stairs, an elevator, flatground, etc.
Also, we needed to collect the timerequired to walk across all theconnections on the map. This allowsour application to determine the

fastest route between two places andalso give the user an approximation ofhow long it will take to walk thecalculated route. The map, roomassociations, terrain associations, andtiming data are included in a set offiles to be imported into ourapplications.

So, why did I use Blender for the mapgeneration? Well, it was actually acritical tool that managed andsupplied tools for generating the hugemap covering the entire campus.
To create the map of points andconnections I simply used thebackground image feature to drawpoints and edges over the imageusing the mesh tools.
The interesting part is what happensnext – utilizing Blender’s PythonScripting API. The API’s ability toaccess any part of Blender from the UIto the underlying data was the reasonwe chose Blender. Another great

by - Brian DeVincentis

http://www.ncmproject.org/


aspect of the API is that it uses Python whichis fast and easy to write. All this made itpossible to create a custom set of tools quicklyand easily that were made specifically for theNCM project. Without Blender we probablywould have needed to write a program fromscratch which would have significantlyincreased development time.
The first script I wrote added user interfaceelements, speeding up the generation of themap and the process connecting room namesto the points in the map.
Another script I wrote exported the data outof Blender to our own custom file format.This was very useful because it eliminated anycomplications in moving data from Blenderinto our application. In fact, it allowed us tomake a custom file format that made file sizesas small as possible and also include extradata such as room names and timing data.
To collect the timing data we actually createdan Android application which made thisprocess very fast (a large building with 10floors can be timed in 1 hour). The Androidapplication generated filesin a different format whichwere then imported intoBlender. I wrote anotherscript that imported thesefiles and integrated thetiming data into the existingblend files. Then the timescould be exported alongwith the map via my fileexporter.

1. Feature Additions – a variety of features that
would make the applications more complete.
2. Other Platforms – bring the Android user
experience to other mobile platforms such as the
iPhone or Windows Phone. These could replace
the mobile web application.
3. Other Campuses – bring the application to
other campuses. We would find volunteers to
map their campus and submit the data to our
team to be included into the application.
4. 3D –make a 3D version of the desktop
application to give users a better view of the
campus.

Currently we are developing 2D applicationsfor Android and the web (both a desktop andmobile application). Originally we wereplanning to create a 3D web application.However, as we did more research we foundthat it simply is not feasible (yet). Threedimensional applications on the web currentlyhave poor performance, but new technologiesare under development that may make thisapplication possible. A new web standardcalled WebGL is enabling developers to write3D apps for the web that have betterperformance because this technology takesadvantage of hardware acceleration. Flash isalso working on a version of the Flash Playerplugin that utilizes hardware accelerationwhich will enable 3D capabilities.
Blender surely is not the component holdingus back. We are eager to take advantage of

some of its 3D capabilities. In fact, we havealready figured out how to make a simple 3Dmodel of the entire campus. We areobtaining the CAD files for the blueprints ofevery building. We import them into Blendervia the DXF importer. Then using a script Iwrote, the blueprints are simplified and thelines are extruded up to make walls. Fortexturing, multiple textures are put onto themodel of the floor and then baked to increaseperformance. For the outside portions ofcampus I obtained a 3D terrain model of thecampus from Google Earth. All of this can beexported to almost any format becauseBlender supports many file types.
Once 3D web technologies are widelyavailable we will still be challenged withgenerating a more detailed 3D model of thecampus. It is not feasible to generate adetailed 3D model of the entire campusmanually. We welcome suggestions regardingmethods/technologies that would allow forthe automatic creation of a detailed,aesthetically pleasing model of the campus
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Pahelika Revelations is a followup of our successful titlePahelika : Secret Legends. Its acasual Puzzle Adventure game,set to be released later thisyear.
This game's story continuesfrom where the previous game hadleft off. The theme of the game wrapsup the player in an adventure to savethe human way of life from an ancientevil accidentally unleashed during hisadventures in the previous title. Ourgame designer has blended puzzlesand varied locations in an intenselygripping storyline. To improve playerimmersion, special care was taken tomake an intuitive interface for thegame. On the technical side, the gameuses a heavily modified version of thefree PopCap Framework.

The art pipeline itself is quitestraightforward. The game designerdescribes a location and makes arough sketch. Since we do not have adedicated concept artist at IronCode(we're a small company), the rough

sketch is taken by our lead artist whofleshes out the details and then thelocation is modeled and rendered. Alllocations, scene and inventory itemshave been modeled, textured,rendered using Blender's Internalrendering engine.
Since the first day Ironcode started,we have used Blender 3D to create thein-game graphics, and in the sametradition of Pahelika Revelation useslots of 3d rendered artwork in a 2dgame with all the graphics and spritespre-rendered and overlaid with acustom particle system based specialeffects inside the game.
Instead of using the stable version ofBlender, the team used the cuttingedge 2.5x version, which turned out tobe a good decision. Apart formBlender, both Gimp and Photoshopwere used in creating the texturesalong with Inkscape. We aimed tooutdo ourselves with this game, andwith the improvements in Blender, wewere able to achieve quite a lot.

Blender2.5x bought some difficultmoments to the work, It was quitedifficult to deal with alpha-mappedtextures alongside Blender's Sun Skyfeatures. The resulting white artifactsgave a very difficult time to the

graphics team. In the end we workedaround this limitation by compositingthe scene by first separating offendingitems to different layers and afterseparate render passes later joiningthem to create the final piece.

Sometime a weird bug cropped up inone of those constant upgrade buildswe compiled and optimized, whichlead to reorientation of camera

by - Rohit Bhonsle
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projection and position despite it being lockedcompletely.

Blender2.5x was also a lot more productivethan the earlier version. It has a better, morestreamlined interface, that allows us to workfaster. It is also more flexible than theprevious version. The advancement infunctionality and usability was felt andwelcomed with open arms by our artdepartment.

Blender2.5x was a lot faster in renderingcompared to earlier versions and this came asa boon to us. In most cases we were goingabout 10-20% faster in just about everyrendered scene as compared to the previousversion. Custom compiling it to our machinesled to even better render times.

Whereas Blender proved to be an extremelycapable tool when modeling and animating, itwas found wanting on the Rendering side. Ourjourney in creating the artwork for this projectis still very delightful and I sincerely hope thateveryone will enjoy our game as much as weare enjoying making it
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I am an artist. I have beenpassionate about sketchingsince childhood and as I grewup I got interested in digital art.I have had no prior formaleducation in 3D. As 2011dawned, my resolution was tolearn 3D. My next question waswhich software I should learn. I hadearlier tried working on Maya, as thatshould have been a very obviouschoice. But there was a smallcommunity at my work place whoused a software program calledBlender. The only thing I knew about itwas that it was open-source. I wasapprehensive about whether I shouldreally trust this software. It didn’t lookvery impressive. Still, I wanted to trymy hand at it. I spoke to my colleaguewho is a Blender expert. He told meBlender could do so much. It dependson the user. I took his word and Idownloaded a copy of Blender 2.56
It’s been three months now and theBlender experience has beensplendid. It is not just the software,but the community as a whole thathas made me love this software. I wassurprised to find a compositor and a

video sequencer built inside a 3Dpackage. I searched for tutorials and Ifound virtually everything I wanted tolearn. I was able to pick it up quitequickly. The user interface which Ionce thought was ‘not impressive’turned out to be pretty intuitive. Intwo months time I made my firstcomplete Blender render –‘Headphones’.
I appreciate the work that the Blendercommunity is doing in developing andproviding a tool free of cost for thecause of art. I want to continue tolearn Blender and someday make mycontribution to this community
Avish John
avish.john@gmail.com
avishjohn.blogspot.com

by - Avish John
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Hi everyone! My name is Alex.I’m a soon to be 33 year oldgraphics designer from theNetherlands. I never write anyarticles on software or othertools, but since it's forBlender...I might have a go!
I came in contact with 3D in generalsomewhere in 2005. A friend of mineshowed me "Sketchup", a 3Dmodeling tool from (back then)@lastsoftware. It's a great, easy tolearn program! If you like makingarchitectural stuff, this is a great wayto do it! Most people know it fromworking with Google Earth. It has islimitations though... (so do I, for thatmatter, haha), and I wasn't able tocreate nice organic shapes.
The same friend pointed me to 3dsMax, but I didn't like it from the start. Istopped trying soon after. Heapparently saw some potential in myskills, and kept pushing me to trysomething else. He showed me theBlender.org site and even bought methe official Blender 2.3 manual! Eversince then, my poor girlfriend doesn'tget as much attention as before! I can

really lose myself when "playing" withBlender.
I'm not an expert, but for now I pretty

much know how to model anything. Ican texture it, do some basic rigging(I’m gonna buy the DVD on riggingsoon!) and some animation. I knowsome basics of the particle system andhad some fun with the fluid-engine.My computer is not state of the art, sodue to lack of computing power, I'm abit stuck at a certain level.

For now I just love the basic modeling.It gives me enough room to createwhat I want! I don't use any outsiderendering programs, I do everything

with Blender internally. I also posted arender for "Everything but the kitchensink".
It's a remake of the robot from "TheJetsons” known as Rosie. She'sworking on a W125 Mercedes Benz F1car from 1937. Rosie was a matter of afew hours, the basic car took meabout 3 days. It has suspension, andthrough some parenting and tracking,it really works! Rendering this pictureon 1280px took about 3 minutes, soit's too heavy for doing someanimation (for now!)
To sum things up, I can't really pointout a favorite tool, except for thehandling of Blender in general. Theway the mouse works (reverse) and allthe keyboard shortcuts... it can takesome time to get used to, but it's sureworth the effort!
I will never work with anotherprogram again! (Seriously!)
My compliments to every modeler outthere who made it to the Blendergallery. It's quite amazing what youguys posted!
Kind regards, a big fan,
Alex van Ophuizen
"aka" DesignsbyALX

by - Alex van Ophuizen
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I recently finished my first longproject. It’s a short film called21:00 [1-3] made with Blender2.48. When I started working onit two years ago, I used PovRayfor all my digital works. I knewthat this project was going to be toocomplex to be made with PovRay so Istarted looking for an open sourceMaya-like suite. Then I found Blenderand it was like an epiphany.
As you can imagine, the last two yearshave been a long learning experience.On the one hand I discovered thehuge technical power of Blender. Onthe other hand I had to learn how tomake a movie and take the story I hadin my mind and get it into frames.After these two years I haven’t learnedenough about Blender to make a goodtechnical tutorial. What I can doinstead is give you some advice onhow to face the problem of making amovie.
Of course, I will talk about my ownexperience which is that of a singleguy making a nine minute short film,from the script to the final sound edit.I’m not a film director and my short

film is made of mistakes overmistakes. My only aim with this adviceis to help you save time by avoidingsome of those mistakes.
1. Write a good solid story
The first step is to have something totell. When I started thinking of makingthis movie, my first approach was tomake it with a real camera and realactors. But some scenes were toodangerous to be made with realpeople so I decided to make itdigitally. I changed the technique, butthe story survived that change.
What I mean is that the key point ofmaking a movie is to have a story totell. It’s easy to find videos from digitalartists that are technically jawdropping. Many short movies are justincredible visual exercises. That’s OKand sends a great message that this

can be done and I’m good enough todo it. But a car transforming into arobot or a house burning is not astory. Besides, if you have a good

story, technical deficiencies are lessimportant.
During a long project, somethingterrible is likely to happen to you. Atsome point, you will get bored of it. Tomaintain your own focus during along time, it’s important for you tobelieve in your own project. So takesome time to write a good script.
2. Sketch a Storyboard
Creating a storyboard is somethingeverybody suggests and no one doesbut this is particularly important fordigital films. Sketching the movie withsimple drawings is essential todevelop the visual appearance of yourfilm. Even if you know exactly how thestory is going to develop, it’simportant to understand that thereare still thousands of ways to transmitit through a film. The duration of theshots, the position and motion of thecamera relative to the action, thelighting and the use of flashbacks canall dramatically change the perceptionof the story. A storyboard is essentialto state the final visual aspect of yourmovie. Plus it also helps to keepthings tidy (see point 5).
But in a digital film there is an evenmore important reason to make astoryboard. If you know where thecamera points in every scene and howwide the shot is, you’ll know from the

by - Enrique Sahagun



very beginning which and how many elementswill need to be modeled. And believe me, thiswill save a lot of time. For example, when Istarted working on my film my instinct toldme to fill the 3D space with lots of detailedobjects as if it was a real space. Howevermany of these objects did not appear in thefinal film. If you first think where the camerais going to point and what the frame contains,you’ll be able to make a precise list of themodels you’ll need.
3. Learn how to move the Camera
One thing I learned making this movie washow important the camera was. It may seemthat knowing the story you want to tell and itsevolution in time is enough to make a movie.You could place the camera or move it with norule but to capture the action, and your filmwould be OK. But this is completely wrong.The first thing you notice when you make yourfirst digital shots is that they don’t look likethose you see in real movies.
It is important to understand that the cameracritically affects the way a story is told. Wherethe camera points, its position and its motion,all add a new layer of perception to yourstory. This perception has been defined alongone hundred years of movie making. That’swhy it is important to learn the basics ofcamera framing and the meaning of shots.There are lots of articles on the Internet onthe subject [4-7] and also comments on thetechnique of particular directors [8]. But Irecommend a simple exercise. Take a film youlike and watch it carefully paying attention to

the position and motion of the camera. Youwill learn a lot of useful tricks just by studyinga single movie.
4. Don’t respect the general lighting.
Don’t be afraid to change the lights for a singleshot. In a shot, lights can be divided into twogroups: general lights and correction lights.The first group are those defined by thephysics of the scene (the sun, a lamp, theradiosity, etc). The second group are thosethat belong to a particular shot and they areused to correct the lighting of the first groupwhen needed. If your shot is not properlyilluminated, don’t change the configuration ofthe general lights; use the correction lights.Actually, this is the technique used in realmovies.

But be careful. You can change the light, but atthe same time it is important to respect theshadowing of the general lighting and thegeneral colour palette of the movie. If youmake strong changes in the lighting betweentwo shots, you can break the connection

between them [9].
5. Keep things tidy.
Think of this. You want to make a 4 minuteshort film. That’s six thousand frames (at25fps) and about 20 to 40 different shots. Myapproach is to create a blend file for eachshot (previously defined in the storyboard).This allows me to keep things tidy. If you saveeach shot in a different blend file, you cancorrect them (if needed) by changing a smallnumber of keyframes. On the other hand, ifyou create a very long sequence, with camerachanges in a single file, a simple modificationin the middle of the action can be painstaking.
Another interesting technique is to create amaster blend file with all the pieces of youranimation as they are rendered in the videosequence editor (VSE) to have a global idea onhow things are going.
6. Previews, previews and more previews!
Make as many previews of your shots as youcan. Not only for single shots but for wholesequences. Prepare several shots, “make acamera view render” and put them togetherwith the VSE. This will give you a perfect ideaof the quality of your shots and will allow youto make corrections on the camera motion oron the duration of the shots before you tacklethe final high quality render.
7. Take advantage of post-production
When I started working on 21:00 I didn’t pay
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much attention to the Node Editor. This wascompletely wrong. The light and textures youuse on your scene are very important. andtheir final aspect can be improved or poweredusing the Node Editor. In addition to tuningthe brightness, contrast and blur, you can alsomake sophisticated colour corrections. Sobefore making the final render, play a littlewith the Node Editor.
The same happens with the VSE. Explore itspossibilities because it allows the addition ofvery complex effects. For instance, the muzzleflash of a machine gun can be painted in theGIMP and then added using the VSE.
The message here is the following: don’t loseyour mind trying to model or simulate

everything. There is probably an easy way todo it using a post-production trick.
8. The Sound and Music
Sometimes when you watch some finishedshots you think: “this is not what I wasexpecting.” For example, if you animate a guyshooting a gun, or a car skidding, the final

result sometimes looks a bit absurd. Theanimation then seems to be wrong.Sometimes it’s because it lacks the soundeffects. The sound not only empowers theimages, it also completes their meaning andhelps the audience to understand and believewhat they are watching.
The same happens with the music. Musichelps to drive the feelings of the audience towhere the director wants them to be. A senseof sadness, violence or stress can be createdby choosing the right piece of music.
The Film
http://vimeo.com/20367421
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Early March of 2011 markedthe launch of the new socialrendering platform, RenderWeb(apps.facebook.com/renderweb).The viral expansion of theRenderWeb Facebook Appimmediately began changing theway Blender hobbyists and small-studio animators render theirprojects.  In essence, RenderWebis a free online rendering farm forthe Blender animation software,powered by social relationshipswithin Facebook.
By integrating community-basedrendering within Facebook, RenderWebhas simplified the process of bothvolunteering computers and harnessingpotential volunteers.  With the simpleclick of a button, numerous friends,family members, and colleagues candonate their computer’s extra cycles torender animations.
RenderWeb not only allows thecollaborative effort of rendering projects,but also instantly shares newly renderedanimation videos with the community.Once rendered, the original animator candownload a ZIP file containing the highquality images while the wholecommunity begins to share and discussthe newly rendered animations.RenderWeb also offers the ability todownload the web-friendly M4V video fileso that animations can be posted toother locations (like YouTube or Vimeo).

For those projects requiring moreprivacy, rest assured that there is aprivate setting for uploading and sociallyrendering animation projects.  Whileprivate projects have the lowest prioritywithin the queue, if multiple personalcomputers are volunteered to renderthat private project, a “private” renderfarm can be created.
From a Volunteer stance, RenderWeballocates projects based on the existingrelationships within Facebook. Volunteersrender their own projects first, theirfriend’s projects second, then randompublic projects within the queue andfinally, private projects. Thus, the morefriends an animator has, the higher thepotential for computational power.Volunteers can also directly select aproject of their own choosing from thequeue to render.
By utilizing the RenderWeb Facebookapplication, a whole world of untappedcomputational resources can beallocated. There are no installs, nocomplicated instructions, and nocomplex procedures limiting accessibility.Anyone can volunteer, and anyone canrender.
Since its launch, RenderWeb has beencreating a roadmap for the future. Overthe past two months, the community hasoffered numerous suggestions abouthow to improve the social renderingexperience. With this, RenderWeb hasbegun its natural evolution; respondingto the community in order to better the

entire social rendering experience.
Among the many community-basedsuggestions, RenderWeb’s roadmapincludes integration with commercialanimation software, additional imageoutput options, a standalone applet,more user-defined controls, and a finelytuned media-centric layout. Furtherdown the road, RenderWeb is alsointerested in opening up the data tomake it more available for externaldevelopers. This would allow for plugins,widgets, and possibly a RenderWebscreensaver for passive volunteering.
We hope that the integration of Facebookwith social rendering will redefine socialcomputing. RenderWeb connectsanimators with new friends, newcommunities, and new computationalresources. With this shared, communityeffort, rendering will no longer impose abottleneck in our creative and 3Dpipeline. We will all have amplecomputational power to rendereverything that our production andcreativity demand.
The RenderWeb Team is currentlycomprised of Adam McMahon(developer/founder) and Nathan Moyer(designer). Adam McMahon is a PhDcandidate at the University of Miami, andNathan Moyer is owner and designer ofLight Made Liquid, LLC
The RenderWeb Team can be reached atContact@RenderWeb.org.

by - Nathan Moyer
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For a budding artist and or designernothing comes close to figuring outevery nook and corner for featuresand hidden tools in a piece ofsoftware.
The book Inkscape 0.48 Essentials forWeb Designers is such a book whichsuch readers will find enjoying simplybecause it have so much explanationon various features and tools availablein Inkscape.
This book starts of by explaining thevery basic of Inkscape to users and theway it does will delight the readerswho have almost no previousexperience to a Vector drawing tool.
Second chapter bring the reader tothe main topic of the book designing awebsite from within Inkscape.
Inkscape offers some very basic set-upfor slicing and outputting websitecode so this does not really conveysmuch in terms of a tool for a web-designer however the other tools thathelp him design the various graphicelements required in website aregradually introduced in followingchapters.
Most exciting part is the threechapters on 'Text Styling', 'Wallpapersand patterns' and 'Building Icons and

Logos'. Since these toics are the onewhich are most important to angraphic designer, the book here offersa good resource for an beginner to anintermediate level designer. It isstructured towards learn and practiseand the tasks are not difficult at all atthe same time they introduce you tothe tips and tricks of using Inkscapefeatures and tools effectively.
Finally it also touches upon Inkscape'sgeeky side in a chapter that deals withXML Editor in Inkscape. Followed by asmall chapter in producing simpleanimation by combining Gimp into thework-flow and finally a chapter onextending Scribus functionality byPlug-ins and scripts.
A good read mostly for some onelooking for innards of Inkscape butnot for experienced readers, unlessthey are turning towards Inkscapeafter using other vector applications.
One thing that also needs to be said isthat this book is not a thorough webdesigning guide as almost the titleseems to imply rather it provides fewvery basic website examples and howInkscape's modest slice tool can be ofsome help, and while doing so itmakes you learn Inkscape well.
All in all a good read, so if you thinkInkscape is your thing give it a go youwont find it lacking
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- Tutorials explaining Blender features, 3dconcepts,techniques or articles based on the focused theme ofthe issue.
- Reports on useful Blender events throughout theworld.
- Cartoons related to blender world.

- Send us a notification on what you want to writeand we can follow up from there.

- Images should be properly cut and represent thetext appropriately.
- Images should be provided seperately in a foldernamed (images, img or pictures).
- Images should be named/labled likewise (image1 orimg1 etc).
- Provide proper captions for images if and whenneeded.
- Image format prefered is PNG but good quality JPGcan also do.
- You can submit inline images in documents likeDOC or Openoffice ODT etc but make sure theimages were properly names before importing themin docs.

- Images inside a PDF are a strict no, but a pdfdocument with images if provided to show how theauthor wants the formating of doc will beappreciated.
- Make sure that screenshots are clear and readableand the renders should be at least 800px, but not
- Text should be in either ODT, DOC, TXT or HTML.

- Please include the following in your email:
- Name: This can be your full name or blenderartistavtar.
- Photograph: As PNG and maximum width of 256Px.(Only if submitting the article for the first time )
- About yourself: Max 25 words .
- Website: (optional)
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